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Abstract—Cognitive radio has been put forward to make
efficient use of scarce radio frequency spectrum. Once available
frequency bands have been detected using spectrum sensing algo-
rithms, spectrum auction can be employed to allocate the detected
available frequency bands to secondary users. In this paper,
a bidding algorithm based on Q-learning for secondary users
is proposed. Secondary users employ the proposed algorithm
to learn from their competitors and automatically place better
bids for available frequency bands. Simulation result shows the
proposed algorithm is effective. This work is a part of the efforts
toward building a cognitive radio network testbed.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio (CR) has been put forward to make efficient
use of scarce radio frequency spectrum. Spectrum sensing
is the cornerstone of CR, which detects the availability of
frequency bands for secondary users (SUs) in CR networks.
Once available frequency bands are detected, how to allocate
these available frequency bands to SUs timely and efficiently?

Spectrum auction has been proposed for SUs to share
available frequency bands [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],[8].
Moreover, a multi-winner spectrum auction framework has
been proposed in [9], [10], [11].

With the idea of spectrum auction, how can SUs bid for
available frequency bands automatically and efficiently? In this
paper, we propose a Q-learning based bidding algorithm for
spectrum auction in CR.

Q-learning [12], [13] is one of the algorithms in the re-
inforcement learning family of machine learning. There have
been a few studies on applying Q-learning to CR and CR
networks. In [14], Q-learning is applied for cognitive base
transceiver station to manage communications with a set of
mobile stations in a vehicular context. In [15], [16], Q-
learning is used for channel selection without negotiations
among secondary users for multi-user and multi-channel CR
systems. In [17], a correlated Q-learning algorithm is pro-
posed to calculate the correlated equilibrium policy for the
Markovian game to solve the transmission control problem in
a CR system. In [18], decentralized Q-learning is proposed
to manage the aggregated interference generated by multiple
wireless regional area network (WRAN) systems. In [19], a
Q-learning based scheme for opportunistic spectrum access
environments is studied, which learns by itself from interaction
and uses the acquired knowledge to locate and find the best
spectrum opportunities. In [20], Q-learning is employed to

choose different transmission parameters to make an efficient
assignment of spectrum and transmit powers.

However, none of the above works on Q-learning deals with
bidding for available frequency bands.

In this paper, a Q-learning based bidding algorithm for
spectrum auction is proposed, which enables SUs to bid for
available frequency bands automatically and efficiently.

We are building a CR network testbed of tens of nodes [21],
[22]. The network testbed will enable testing the proposed
algorithm in real-time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces Q-learning. Section III describes the proposed
bidding algorithm. Section IV reports the simulation results.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. Q-L EARNING

Compared to Markov decision process (MDP) and more
sophisticated partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) in the area of reinforcement learning, Q-learning is
simpler [12], [13]. The core of the Q-learning algorithm is aQ-
table and an algorithm for updating the Q-table and choosing
actions. A Q-tableQ(s, a) is a matrix indexed by states
and actiona, which is the expected discounted reinforcement
of taking action a in state s. At each time, an agent is
assumed to be in a certain states, and it chooses an actiona
according to the Q-table and other algorithms to interact with
the environment. Then the agent receives an rewardr from
performing actiona and observes a new states′. After that,
the Q-table is updated by the following rule:

Q(s, a) = (1− α)Q(s, a) + α(r + γmax
a′

(s′, a′)) (1)

whereα is the learning rate, andγ is the discount factor. Q-
learning algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1.

III. PROPOSEDBIDDING ALGORITHM

Consider a typical scenario of CR. During time slott, N
SUs findft available frequency bands out ofF equal-sized
frequency bands, whereft ≤ F . Then theN SUs start a
bidding process to compete for the access rights to theft
available frequency bands. As a result of bidding,nt SUs
out of theN SUs win the access rights to theft available
frequency bands, wherent ≤ N andnt ≤ ft. Thent winners
access theft frequency bands for communications for the rest



1. Let current state bes.
2. Choose an actiona to perform.
3. Receive a rewardr from performing actiona and the
resulting states′.
4. UpdateQ(s, a) using (1).
5. Goto step 1.

Fig. 1. Q-learning algorithm.

of time slot t. Then a new time slott + 1 starts and theN
SUs check theF frequency bands again to find new available
frequency bands.

Now the problem is how theN SUs bid for theft available
frequency bands. Regard each SU as an agent that can observe
the environment and act according to its observations. In
the case of spectrum auction, all of theN SUs consist of
the environment. In time slott, ith SU (SUi) in state si,t
chooses an actionai,t for bidding, and receives a rewardri,t
for performing the action, wherei = 1, 2, . . . , N . SUi owns
creditsci,t in time slott for bidding and it bidsmi,t bids with
values ofdi,t,1, di,t,2, . . . , di,t,mi,t

, if multiple-bid is allowed.
In the proposed bidding algorithm, the set of statesS and the
set of actionsA for Q-learning are defined as follows:

S = {0, 1, . . . , Lb · Lc − 1} (2)

A = {0, 1, . . . , La + 1} (3)

Lb is the number of indices of buffer fullness. The data that
an SU is going to send are stored in a buffer ofB Mbits.
Given bi,t Mbits data in the buffer of SUi in time slot t, the
index of buffer fullnessxi,t for SUi and time slott is defined
as:

xi,t =

{ ⌊

bi,t
B

(Lb − 1)
⌋

bi,t < B

Lb − 1 bi,t ≥ B
(4)

where ⌊•⌋ denotes the operation of rounding to the nearest
smaller integer.
Lc is the number of indices of credit ratio. The index of

credit ratioyi,t of SUi in time slot t is calculated by:

yi,t = max(l) s.t. gi,t ≥ C(l)
l = 0, 1, . . . , Lc − 1

(5)

wheregi,t is credit ratio that describes the relative “wealth”,
C is a constant table containingLc elements, andC(i) is ith

element inC. gi,t is defined as:

gi,t =
ci,t

hi,t

(6)

whereci,t is the credits that SUi owns in time slott, andhi,t

is the estimated average bid of otherN − 1 SUs in time slot
t, calculated by:

hi,t =
1

N − 1

N
∑

k=1,k 6=i

Ld−1
∑

j=0

Pr(pk,t = j|ek,t) · qk,j (7)

whereLd denotes the number of indices of values of bids, and
Pr(•) denotes probability.pk,t denotes the index of the value
of SUk ’s bid in time slott:

pk,t = max(l) s.t. dmax k,t ≥ D(l)
l = 0, 1, . . . , Ld − 1

(8)

where D is a constant table containingLd elements, and
dmax k,t denotes the maximum bid that SUk bids in time slot
t. ek,t in (7) denotes the index of the value of SUk ’s credits
in time slot t:

ek,t = max(l) s.t. ck,t ≥ E(l)
l = 0, 1, . . . , Le − 1

(9)

whereE is a constant table containingLe elements.qk,j in (7)
denotes the average of SUk ’s maximum bids whose values are
betweenD(j) andD(j + 1):

qk,j = mean
t

(dmax k,t)

D(j) ≤ dmax k,t < D(j + 1)
(10)

La+2 is the number of indices of actions. Action0 denotes
“no bid” and action1 denotes “bid of 1”. Action2 to action
La+ 1 denote “bid of multiple times ofhi,t”. The minimum
bid dmin i,t of SUi in time slot t can be calculated using the
index of actionai,t:

dmin i,t =







0 ai,t = 0
1 ai,t = 1

⌈hi,t ·H(ai,t − 2)⌉ ai,t > 1
(11)

whereH is a constant table containingLa elements, and⌈•⌉
denotes rounding to the nearest greater integer.

The steps of the proposed bidding algorithm for SUi in time
slot t are summarized in Fig. 2.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

Simulations are performed to evaluate the proposed bidding
algorithm. In this simulation, 5 SUs running the proposed
bidding algorithm bid for up to 10 1-MHz frequency bands
in every 0.5-second time slot. Each SU is allowed to place up
to 5 bids at one time. At the beginning of each time slot, each
SU is given 10 credits for bidding. The SUs can choose to
bid for one or more available frequency bands, or not to bid
to save their credits. The SUs’ buffers are constantly fed with
data at the rates of 1 Mbps, 3 Mbps, 5 Mbps, 7 Mbps, and
9 Mbps, respectively. These SUs are able to send data out of
their buffers at the same data rate of 5 Mbps using one 1-MHz
frequency band. They can send data using multiple frequency
bands at the same time if they win multiple bids in one time
slot.

The 10 1-MHz frequency bands are occupied randomly by
primary users. Each frequency band is occupied foro time
slots and then available for anothero time slots, repeatedly,
whereo is a random variable with a Poisson distribution of
λ = 2. The upper figure of Fig. 3 shows a realization of the
number of available frequency bands in each time slot.

All the 5 SUs use the same set of parameters for the
proposed bidding algorithm in simulation. The time length



1. Calculate the index of buffer fullnessxi,t using (4) and
the index of credit ratioyi,t using (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10).
Then calculate statesi,t using:

si,t = xi,t · Lc + yi,t (12)

2. Calculate the rewardri,t−2 for time slot t− 2. If SUi

wins the bidding in time slott − 2 and it successfully
sends data in time slott− 2, thenri,t−2 is assigned with
the amount of data that SUi sends in time slott − 2. If
all the conditions in (13) are met, thenri,t−2 is assigned
with thenegativeamount of data that SUi could have sent
in time slot t− 2.

bi,t−1 ≥ bi,t−2 ≥ B

ci,t−2 ≥ wmin t−2

wmin t−2 > dmax i,t−2 ≥ 0
(13)

wherewmin t−2 denotes the minimum winning bid among
all the N SUs in time slott− 2, anddmax i,t−2 denotes
SUi’s maximum bid in time slott− 2.
3. Update Q-tableQ(s, t) using:

Q(si,t−2, ai,t−2) = (1− α)Q(si,t−2, ai,t−2)

+α(ri,t−2 + γ max
ai,t−1

(si,t−1, ai,t−1)) (14)

4. Calculate the number of SUi’s bidsui,t in time slot t:

ui,t = min(

⌊

bi,t

vi
+ 0.5

⌋

, U) (15)

wherevi denotes the amount of data that SUi is able to
send during time slott using one frequency band, and
U denotes the maximum number of bids that an SU is
allowed to bid.
5. Choose an actionai,t using:

ai,t = argmax
l

Q(si,t, l)

l = 0, 1, . . . La + 1
(16)

6. Calculate the minimum biddmin i,t usingai,t and (11).
7. Adjust ui,t and ai,t. If ai,t > 1 and (17) are both
satisfied, thenai,t = ai,t − 1 and goto step 6. Otherwise,
if ai,t = 1 and (17) are both satisfied, thenui,t = ui,t−1
and repeat step 7.

dmin i,t · ui,t +
ui,t · (ui,t − 1)

2
> ci,t (17)

8. Placeui,t bids if bothai,t > 0 andui,t > 0. The values
of the bids aredmin i,t, dmin i,t+1, . . . , dmin i,t+ui,t−1.

Fig. 2. The proposed bidding algorithm.

of the simulation is 15 seconds. And the length of time
slot is 0.5 second. Parameters are set as follows:N = 5,
F = 10, B = 10 Mb, U = 5, La = 10, Lb = 4, Lc = 2,
C = {0, 2}, Ld = 6, D = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16}, Le = 6, E =
{0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}, H = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}, α = 0.1,
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Fig. 3. Number of available frequency bands and SUs’ credits.
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Fig. 4. SUs’ total bids and maximum bids.
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Fig. 5. SUs’ buffer fullnesses and total sent data.

andγ = 0.1.
The upper figure in Fig. 3 shows the number of available

frequency bands in each time slot and the number of utilized
frequency bands by SUs. It can be seen that all the available



frequency bands are utilized during this simulation. No fre-
quency band is wasted. The lower figure of Fig. 3 shows SUs’
available credits for bidding in each time slot. Fig. 4 shows
the total bids and the maximum bids that the SUs bid in each
time slot. It can be seen that the total bids of SU4 and SU5
are higher whereas the maximum bids of them are lower. This
is because SU4 and SU5 have more data to sent and they tend
to place multiple bids to ask for more frequency bands. Their
bids are smaller, because they have relatively limited credits
for bidding, since all the SUs get the same amount of credits.
It also can be seen from Fig. 4 that SU1 and SU2 have higher
maximum bids and lower total bids. This is because they have
less data to send, thus they can afford higher bids to make sure
their requests for frequency bands are satisfied. Fig. 5 shows
SUs’ buffer fullnesses and their sent data. It can be observed
that SU1, SU2, and SU3 maintain a very low buffer fullness
and they send data steadily, whereas the buffer fullnesses of
SU4 and SU5 fluctuate, since they usually can not get enough
available frequency bands when available frequency bands are
limited. In spite of the fluctuations of their buffer fullnesses,
they send more data than SU1, SU2, and SU3. In a word,
the results show the proposed bidding algorithm can allocate
available frequency bands among SUs efficiently, fairly, and
automatically.

V. CONCLUSION

A bidding algorithm based on Q-learning has been pro-
posed for secondary users to learn from their competitors and
place better bids for available frequency bands automatically.
Simulations have been performed to evaluate the proposed
algorithm. Results show the proposed algorithm is effective.
This paper also serves as an example that machine learning
algorithms do have the potentials to be applied to cognitive
radio networks.

This work is a part of the efforts toward building a cognitive
radio network testbed. Future work includes applying more
machine learning algorithms to cognitive radio networks.
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